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Ap- K1- 108/2010 
25 November 2010 
Prishline/Pristina 

SUPREME COURT of KOSOVO 

IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE 

The Supreme Court of Kosovo, in a panel composed of EU LEX Judge Martti Harsia as 
Presiding Judge, with EULEX Judges Gcrrit-Marc Sprenger and Lars Dahlstedt and 
Supreme Court Judges Marije Ademi and Nesrin Lushtn as panel members, assisted by 
EULEX Legal Officer Sarnpsa Hakala as the recording clerk, 

ln the criminal case against defendant~ I-~ · ,Kosovo Albanian, date of birth AL _ l place of birth! 'I(" )C -name of fathe1 ~ Y name of mother and maid~o name 
of mother - · )('"_ )c: ~ last residence in 'l("x,)' - ._ 
- - financial consultant.currently held in detention on r~mand, 

Convicted by the District Court of Pcje/Pec for the criminal offence of War Crimes 
ngainst the Civilian Population, contrary to Article 142 of the Criminal Code of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Articles 3 and 147 of the 4~' Geneva 
Convention an<\ Artir' .. 4 of the II additional Protocol of the Geneva Conventions as to 
the murder of 6. e:,, committed in Lugu I Isulit, i11 the vicinity of the village of 
Vranoc. Peje/Pec municipality , on 12 August I 998, 

Acting upon the appeal of the defondant filed through his Defence Counsel M. 1 
l # • .. on 16 February 20 IO against the judgment of the District Court of Peje/Pec in 
case no. P.nr. 329/2009, dated 19 November 2009, whereby the court found the defendant 
guilty und sentenced him to 14 years of imprisonment. 

After having held a session on 23 November 20 IO open to public, in the presence of the 
State Prosecutor represented by EULEX Prosecutor Jakob Willarcdt, Defence Counsel 
I t--\~ • - and the defendant himself. and after a deliberation and voting held on the 
sam~ day 23 November 20 I 0, 

On 25 November 20 I 0, pursuant to Article 392 of the Kosovo Code of Criminal 
Procedure (KCCP), pronounces in public and in the prest:nce of the Defence Counsel 
Bctim Shala and the EU LEX prosecutor, the following 

JUDGMENT 

The appeal filed on behalf of the defendant 4 L 9',. , against the Judgment of 
the District Court of Peje/Pec in case P.nr. 329/2009, dated 19 November 2009, is 
hereby REJECTED as unfounded. The .Judgment of the District Court of Peje/Pec 
is affirmed. 
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REASONING 

I PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A criminal investigation ngainst f '"!;Gi . • for the killing ofl S. ~. was initiated 
on 30 St:ptember 2005. 

On 8 February 2007 the International Public Prosecutor filed an indictment against4 r. _ & . or the c1iminal offence of War Crimes against the Civilian Population contrary to 
article 142 of the Criminal Code of the SFRY. This count uf the indictment was 
confinned by the District Court of Peje/Pec on 23 March 2007. The tiled indictment also 
included one count of Aggravated Murder, which count was dismissed by the district 
court. 

The first main t1iaf was held during May and June of 2007 at the District Court of 
Peje/Pec. With a judgment announced on 22 June 2007 the District Court of Peje/Pec 
found the defendant J,_J Gt_ lguilty and sentenced him lo 15 years of imprisonment. 
The verdict was appealed by the deft:ndant and upon deciding on the appeal the Supreme 
Court of Kosovo found that the court of first instance had violated the rules of criminal 
procedure by accepting the testimony of witness I A, I kl . •. without following the 
legal formalities set forth for a so called co-operative witness. As a result the Supreme 
Court returned the case back to the court of first instance for a retrial. The said ruling of 
the Supreme Court was issued on 2 June 2009. 

On 15 October 2009 EULEX Prosecutor of the Special Prosecution Office of the 
Republic of Kosovo (SPRK) decided to terminate criminal investigations against the 
above-mentioned person by the name oft A, Ii::!. 1who had been heard as a witness 
during the first main trial. 

The retrial was held at the District Court of Peje/Pcc during October and November 2009 
in the presence of the defendant, his Defence Counsel, the Special Prosecutor and one of 
the injured parties. On 19 November 2009 the District Court of Peje/Pec announced its 
verdict finding the defendant guilty of War Crimes against the Civilian Population and 
sentencing him to 14 years of imprisonment. 

The judgment was served lo the defendant1 1, 1 ~ • • personally on I February 20 I 0. 

On 16 February 2010 the Defence Counsel1 M- ±h__ ;filed an appeal on behalf of 
the defendant against the verdict of the District Court of Peje/Pec. 

On 9 March 20 IO the SPRK Prosecutor tiled a response to the defendant's appeal and the 
opinion and motion of the Office of the State Prosecutor of the Republic of Kosovo 
(OSPK). represented by a EULEX Prosecutor, was received by the Supreme Court on 25 
May 2010. 
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II THE APPEAL OF THE DEFENCE AND THE RE.t;;PONSE OF THE 
PROSECUTION 

The appeal of Lawyer. M. f H. •challenges the first instance judgment on a 
number of grounds. The lJctcnce Luuuu -r proposes thal the charges against the defendant 
should be dismisst:d and that the defendant should be acquitted ·and released from 
detention. Alternatively the defence counst:I proposes that the first instance verdict should 
he annulled and the case returned to the court of lirst instance for retrial. 

The presented grounds for the appeal are summarized as lt.11luws: 

• First: the appealt:d judgment was based on inaclmissible evidence with regard to 
the statement provided by witness I A. K . >,vhich according to the appeal 
would constitute a violation of the provisions of criminal procedure as fim:scen in 
Anicle 403 paragraph I point 8 of the KCCP. 

• Second: the enacting clause of the judgment of the first instance court does not 
contain a precise detennination of the criminal act and that the reasoning of that 
verdict is unclear and contradictory with regard to the credibility of witnesses' 
statements contrary to Article 403 paragraph I point 12 of the KCCP. 

• Additionally the appeal claims that the first and second ground for the appeal as 
mentioned above are inconsistent with the ruling of the Supreme Court of 
Kosovo, dated 2 June 2009, by which the Supreme Court had n:tumed the case to 
the first instance court for the purpose of a retrial. 

• Thirdly: Lhe appeal maintains that the factual situation was dctennined by the 
court of first instance in an incomplete and erroneous way. The appeal persists 
lhat I ,G, Js not guilty of the murder of S • \Q. The appeal argues that 
the court of first instance erred in the way it evatuatea and asserted the contents of 
witness statements. [n particular the appeal challenges the credibility of the 
statement of witness · -

- --• As the fourth and tinal ground for appeal the defence alleges a violation of the 
criminal law as provided in Article 404 of the KCCP in the tirst instance 
judgment. However, the defence has not elaborated on this ground. 

The SPRK Prosecutor with his response states that the appeal is unfounded and should be 
rejected. The prosecution argues that the verdict of the first instance court does not 
contain any violation of the provisions of criminal procedure. The enacting clause and the 
reasoning in support thereof fulfill all legal requirements. Moreover there exists no 
inconsistency between the appealed judgment and the ruling of the Supreme Court of 
Kosovo, dated 2 June 2009, which instructed the retrial. The prosecutor maintains that 
there was suflicient evidence to support the conviction and that the factual detenninations 
were clearly explained and supported from the evidence and that reasonable credibility 
assessments were made by the court of first instance. 

The State Prosecutor in his opinion and motion argues that the appeal of the defendant is 
ungrounded, thus moving the Supreme Court to reject it and to affirm the judgment of the 
first instance court. The State Prosecutor finds that the district court's verdict contains 
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none of the violations alleged in 1hc appeal. In the opinion of the Slate Prosecutor the 
enacting clause ch:arly states the legal qua Ii fication and the act of which the defendant is 
found guilty. Moreover, the enacting clause is fully supported by the factual lindings and 
assessment or the evidence as described in the reasoning part of the judgment. Tht: Stale 
Prosecutor lurther finds that the factual lindings of the lirst instance court were based on 
a thorough examination and assessment of the evidence. 

Ill COURT FINDINGS 

A. Admissibility of the appeal 

The Supreme Court finds that the appeal tiled on behalf of the defendant is timely liled 
and admissible. The appealed verdict wns served to the de fondant on I February 20 I 0 
and the appeal of the defence was filed with the District Court or Peji:!/Pec on 16 February 
20 I 0. thus within thi: limit of 15 days as prescribed in Article 398 of the KCCP. The 
appeal was filed by the Defence Counsel, an authorized person. 

The Supreme Court finds, however that the appeal is not founded . The Panel will now 
assess each of the arguments raised in the appeal of the defence. 

B. The use off _A .. ~ . ~ statements as evidence 

The first ground for the appeal is lhat lhe appealed judgment w:is based on inadmissible 
evidence as to the slatement provided by witness A- \-(, fhis, according lo the 
appeal, would constitute a violation of the provisions or1.:riminal procedure. The Supreme 
Cou11 does not, however, find that any of the statements presented before the first 
instance cou11 as evidence should have be deemed inadmissible according to the 
pmvisions of the KCCP. 

The argument of the defence that some of the witness statements oft A• K, ~ were 
presented or secured contrary to the previous Supre.me Court ruling of 2 June 2009 is 
completely without merit. The Panel found that on page 6 of the English version of the 
that ruling thi: Supreme Court explicitly states that it did not render the statement of4 A, I 

f_K , 1inadmissible: "The Code [of Criminal Procedure} doesn't prescribe the 
sa11ctio11 of i11e1clmissibility Ji,r the vio/atio11 ~{ the rules ,m cooperative witnesses. 
nwrcJore the testimony is admissible aud the statements of witness. may be used 
as c1·idc11ce. ·· 

Instead the mentioned Supreme Court Ruling (on pages 6-7 of the English version) 
established that the statement of - A" ~. J should have been considered as a 
statement given in the capacity of a e~perallve witness and taking into account the legal 
effects this procedural status has on the evidence of such testimony: .. 77w Supreme Court 
considers that the testimony given hy somebody (suspect or de.fenda/1/) who should /10,·e 
hce11 heard under the Jormalities provided for the cooperaliw: witness (and was not in 
violation <!{ the Code) cannot have more probative value than the testimony given hy 
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.,·0111eho1~v (suspect or clc_(emla11t) dec:lurctl c11apcrati1·e willl<!ss by the c:011rt (article 298 
{11f'//1c KCCP} ,111c/}1/loll'i11gs). " 

On the stat11s of A• ~ • ) during the retrial. the Supreme Court notes that all 
c1iminal investigati~-; against him with regard to the killing of I C::::>- 1=,. were 
terminated prior to the retrial. Therefore the procedural role of I A . K. • was 
co1Teclly determined by the ret1ial panel - as a witness. 

In the appeal the defence further argues that during the examination oft ,tS,.. .. ~ - I in 
front of the retrial panel numerous rcfcrem:cs were made to K . previous 
statements which. according to the defence. were pronounced as inadmissibic evidence 
by the same panel. 

The examination of A•\~• faring the retrial was conducted on 12 November 
2009. Prior to that examination the first instance court had mlcd that two statements 
given by I ~. K. J wcre inadmissible as evidence, namely the statements dated l 7 
December 20U2 a11<1 I I August 2005. However, the Supreme Court notes that the official 
record of the proceedings shows that no reference was allowed to either of the above 
mentioned statements <luring the examination of A · ~ • l3s alleged by the 
defence. 1 Indeed, the inadmissible statements were properly sealect man envelope before 
enclos ing them to the case file. For these reasons this ground for appeal is considered 
unfounded. 

C. Whether the legal conditions for the enacting clause arc fulfilled 

As the second ground for appeal the defonce orgucd that the enacting clause of the 
judgment of the first instance court does not contain a precise detennination of the 
criminal act and that the reasoning of that verdict is unclear and contradictory with regard 
to the credibility of witnesses' statements contrary to the provisions of the criminal 
procedure. 

On this point the Supreme Court could not establish any substantial deficiency with 
regards to the enacting clause of the appealed judgment. 

According to the combined reading of Articles 396 paragraph 4 and 391 paragraph I of 
the KCCP in case of a conviction the enacting clause of the judgment must contain all 
"necessary data". among others, the act of which the defendant has been found guilty 
together with facts and circumstances indicating the criminal nature of the act committed 
and facts and circumstances on which the application of pertinent provisions of criminal 
law depends. The Panel recalls that the legal requirements of the enacting clause have 
been evaluated a number of times by the Supreme Court of Kosovo2

• In previous 

1 During the proceedings on 12 November 2009 the only reference to the inadmissible smtement~ was done 
by the Defence Counsel (on page 33 of the English version of the main tnal record) before being 
interrupted by the presiding judge. 
1 See i.e. Supreme Court of Kosovo judgment of 21 July 2009 Ap-Kz 481 /2008 0. Zyberaj et al. and 2 July 
2009 Ap.-Kz 394/2007 N. Gashi et al. 
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judgments the Supreme Cou1t has stressl!d that the enacting clause is a fundamental part 
or the judgment'. Accordingly, the above mentioned demenls, including the role of the 
defendant, his material conduct und his subjective intention, shall be expressed in a very 
clc::ar w:1y and without ambiguity so that the defendant and all interested persons can 
understand the charge of which the defendant is found guilty. Moreover the enacting 
clause should be precise and clear as to the time, the material clements of the crime and 
the circumstances in which these crimes were perpetrated. 

The introduction and enacting clause of the appealed judgment contains the following 
foe ts and legal qualifications pertinent to the conviction: 

On first page of the appealed verdict (English version) it is written: " ... "4 J,,-._ G 4 

charged .. . ll'itl, the criminal offc11ce of Wur Crimes against the Cil•iliw-;populaticm 
contrary to Article /42 o./ the SFRY Criminal Cocle hec:ause 011 the 111omi11g of 12 August 
/998, ( 5. E:>, 1 Kosovo-Alhw1i"11 wo11u111, \\'(IS q11estio11ed hy members of the 
Ko.rnl'<I f-~ ·atwn A1·111y (Kl.rl) co11trnl/~11~ the Barc,11 Village area. She was the11 taken 
hv I _t.,. G,. and· A-.. k! 4 JIO a woode11 area known locu/ly as "l11g11 i foJ;'r" where .:Z: (q. then shot /,er to death. In l11g11 I Jsufit , in the vi~·i11ity of lite 
Village of Vrcmoc. Peja!Pcc lvhmic:ipa/ity, 011 I 1 August /998. ·• 

On second page of the appealed verdict (English version) it is written: •~ -:J"._G,::. lis 
found guilty of War Crimes against tl,e Cil'i!ia11 Pof11/ation c:ollfrmy to Article 141 of the 
SFRY Criminal Code. Articles 3 and 147 of the 411 Geneva Co11ve11tio11 and Article 4 o( 
the II Additimwl Protocol q/ the Geneva Co11ve11tio11, as to the murder of S'-:- ~. ~ I 
rnn1111i1ted i11 L11g11 I ls,!fit, in the vicinity of the Village of Vranoc, Peja/Pec M1111icipality. m, 11 Augu.,t 1998. " 

The Panel finds that in this case the enacting clause is sufficiently clear as to stating the 
act of which the defendant was found guilty and its legal qualification as well as the 
provisions on which the conviction was based upon. Hence no substantial violation of the 
criminal procedure was found in the appealed judgment in this regard. A substantially 
more detailed description of the events and circumstances that relate to the criminal 
offence can be found in the reasoning part of the first instance judgment. The Supreme 
Court pm1icularly refers, without repeating, to section F. of the first instance verdict 
where the legal qualification of the criminal offonce as a war crime is desctibed in a more 
detailed way. 

D. Appropriate determination of the factual situation based on evidence presented 

As the third point. the appeal maintained that the factual situation was detennined by the 
lirst instance court in an incomplete and en-oneouc; wav In particular, the appeal 
challenged the credibility of the statement ofwitness1 A,. k'. , 

As to this ground for appeal the Supreme Court does not agree with the assessment made 
by the defence. On the contrary, the Supreme Court notes that an ex.tensive part of the 
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nppcalcd judgment was devoted to the assessment of lht: evidence presented during the 
retrial (see pages 6 - 34 Llfthe English version). 

Aller carefi.illy assessing the reasoning of the lirst instnncc judgment the Supreme Court 
has come to the conclusion that the court of first instance has perfonned a fully 
reasonable assessment of evidence and that the cou11 of first inst·mce did particularly 
carefully weigh the evidi:nct: provided by the testimony of witness A-I-..!-- J 

On pagt: 29 or the English version of the first instaric~ verdict the cou11 pointed out the 
two main discrepancies which were found in -4-. .. ~ 0 

- ,tatemcnt(s): 
.. ... the testimony of 4 .. ~ i, (s 11vt reliaofe u.) iu tlte part where he described the 
i11le11'icw of the victim in JJaran. Hi.~ stt1tcmc11t is hfatant~y co11traclicted by the 1·ersio11 
given hy C, /t.:!. • 1which must he considered as reliable ancl more tm.,·twnrthy due to 
his 11c11tral role 111 the events". 
Later on page 29 it is written: " .. rite testimo11y <?f A 0 N • • . ,· not reliable whe11 he 
reports the events in Lug111 l~t(/it while the vicl,i!!,.111;?s still alive .. . 17,is pcll't <~ftestimrmy 
is hlat,111t~11 co11tradictecl by the tt·stimony r!l LJ. fl• J who is ve,y clear ... in saying 
that the people who escorted the l'il.'lim in the.forest were two. " 

The court of first instance then goes on to evaluate the credibility of the s tatement(s) of 
I '"7"f. ~ . Jis a whole arriving al the conclusion that, although some parts of his 
testimony arc not reliable, this does not entail that his entire testimonv bas to be 
disregarded. The court of fir.,. t instance then assessed that the part of t ~ :-K. , 
testimony identifying ..J .. 6,_. fas the person who shot 5 .. B. /WeruJc:ar, 
internally coherent and also corroborntcd by other evidence {the confession u{, _t .. G,, 
at the time of the victim's first burial). 

The Supreme Court finds that in establishing the guilt otl _J ~ ,eyond reasonable 
doubt the cou1t of first instance has properly taken into account the cumulative effect of 
different pieces of evidence. Thi> ccmviction was not solely or even to a decisive part 
based on the testimony of --4--. ;J :. 
Thi" court of first instance relied on the testimonies of"'4. l/. i 1-/, U. A · J<.. 

►s evidence indicating that the defendant had confessed to the killing of S~ 
Balaj at Lugu I lsufit at time of the initial buri:J.l of the victim. ln concluding that the 
deft:ndant had actually killed the victim 1 5 . .16 . the first instance comt found the 
three corroborating elements to this confession (pages 27 - 28 of the English version of 
the first instance verdict) as follows: 

• First: the evidence from the statements of( -ft. L/. -fl-' l/. · • ;and .,A- .. _ 
k,_ - 1suggesting that the victim's notebook (containing some names of 
:,eroian people) was in the possession of the defendant at the time of the victim's 
first burial; 

• Second: the undisputed fact that S.,8., twas 
compound in Baran by the defendant and- -fl'. . /,!;-. 

escorted from the K.LA 
' this being also the last 
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Lime t S .. f¼ iwas seen alive by any of the witnesses hefore she was taken to 
lugu I Isulil wi1ere she was executed); and 

• Third: the other undispuled fact that -/-, l$. l was present - heavily anned and 
issuing orders for those ;pproaching the site in Lugu I lsutit at the time the 
bodily remains of .S. ~ - ~were buried for the first time. 

As to the last point it is appnrent to lhe Supreme Cou1t that the initial burial of 1 G, 
4/3> •. was conducted in such a hastily manner only for the purpose of concealing the 
murder. which explains not only the presence but also the active role of the defendant at 
the scene of the burial. 

The provisions of the criminal procedure prescribe that the court shall slatc clearly and 
exhaustivdy which fact it considers proven or not proven, as well as the grounds for this. 
The court shall also, in particular, make un evaluation of the credibility of conflicting 
evidence. The Supreme Court finds that the assessment of evidence was done by the 
court of first instance in accordance with the legal requirements and in a careful, 
transparent and convincing manner. In conclusion, the Supreme Court finds no etToneous 
or incomplete detem1ination of the factual situation in the appealed j udgment. 

E. Applicable law, legal qualification and sentencing 

On the point of alleged violation of Criminal Law the Supreme Court will assess the legal 
qualification of the act for which I ZL 67, thas been convicted of as well as the decision 
on punishment. · • 

According to Article 2 of the Criminal Code of Kosovo (CCK) the law in effect at the 
time a criminal offence was committed shall be applied to the perpetrator. In the event of 
a change in the applicable law prior to a final decision, the law more favorable to the 
perpetrator shall apply. 

On 12 August 1998, when the criminal offence was committed, the Criminal Code of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (the SFRY Criminal Code) was in effect. The 
CCK entered into force on 6 April 2004, thus after the commission of the criminal 
offence and prior to a final decision. 

The Supreme Court finds that the conduct for which the defendant has been convicted 
would currently fall under Article 118 of the CCK entitled "War Climes in Grave Breach 
of the Geneva Convention". For this criminal offence the law provides for a punishment 
of imprisonment of at least ten ( 10) years or by long-term imprisonment. 

On the other hand Article 142 as read together with Article 38 of the SFRY Criminal 
Code provides a punishment of at least five ( 5) years or of imprisonment for a tenn of 20 
years for the criminal offence of War Crime against the Civilian Population. Based on 
this comparison the SFRY Criminal Code is more favorable to the defendant and was 
therefore correctly applied by the court of first instance. 
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A tier a thorough asscssmcnl of the uppeolcd judgment and other materials in the cuse tile 
the Supreme Court is fully satisfied that the legal conditions for qualifying the killing of 

1-----3_ /3 .. ,s a Wur Crime are fulfilled. 

The preliminary conditions for a criminal offence to be qualilied as War crime under 
A11iclc 142 of the SFRY Criminal Code is that there is a violation of the rules of 
international law in the time of an anned conflict. ln this context the applicable rules of 
international law rcler to tht: binding rules of international humanitarian luw set forth in 
the 4th Geneva Convention relative lo the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War 
of 12 August 1949 and the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 
1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Aimed Conflicts 
(Protocol II), 01'8 June 1977, Articles 3, 147 and 4 respectfully. 

As to the concept of an internal anned conflict the Supreme Court refers to the decision 
of the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 
( lCTY) in the so called Tadii:3 case whereby the ICTY Appeals Chamber held that "a11 
armed co11/licl exists whenever there is t1 resort to armed force between States or 
protracted armed viole11c:e between govemmental c111thorities and organized armed 
groups or between such groups within a State. " The Appeals Chamber further stated that 
international humanitarian law applies rrom the initiation of such anned contlicts and 
extends beyond the cessation of hostilities until a peaceful settlement is achieved. Until 
that moment. international humaniturian law continues to apply in the whole territory 
under the control of a party, whether or not actual combat takes place there. 

The Supreme Court refers to a consolidated jurisprudence - of international as well as 
domestic tribunals - that has established that an anned conflict in fact did exist between 
an organized armed group called the KLA and the Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia/Serbian forces in Kosovo during the commission of this criminal act.~ 

Moreover the Supreme Court notes that the question as to whether the victim f 
was a member of the civilian population and as such a protected person according to the 
above mentioned rules of international humanitarian law has not been contested during 
the proceedings. Nor has it ever been contested whether the defendant, at that time, was a 
member of the KLA. 

The linal requirement of the application of the rules of international humanitarian law is 
an existing 11ex11s between the crime and the anned conflict. The alleged crime need not 
have occu1red at a time and place in which there was actual combat, so long as the acts of 
the perpetrator were dose~11 related to hostilities occurring in territories controlled by 
parties to the conflict. The existence of this close relationship between the crime and the 
anned conflict will be established where it can be shown that the conflict played a 

'Pmsec111nr v. Tadii-, Case No. IT-94-I-AR72, Decision on the Defence Motion for lntcrloculory Appeal 
on .lunsdiction. 2 October 1995, paragraph 70. 
J See for example Prosecutor, .. Milutinovic ct al, Case IT-05-87-T, Judgment of the Trial Chamber. 26 
February 2009, paragraph 841 and the Supreme Court of Kosovo, judgment of 10 April 2009 Ap. - Kz. 
371/2008 Selim Krasniqi et al. 
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.rnhst,mtial part in the perpetrator's ability lo commit the crime, his or her decision to 
commit it. the manner in which it was committed, or the purpose for which it was 
committed. The Supreme Cou11 tinds that the first inslance court has correctly noted on 
page 36 of the English version or tht: appealed judgment that: "77,e armed cm!flict played 
Cl /imda111e11tal role in tl,e abilitv ,?f tlte clejc11cla11t to c:0111111it the crime. The decision ,~r I._ (q. to murder G ... /3. w1s clear~)' linked to the conjlict. /11.fur.:t the pwported 
reason for :he action against tl,e victim was hec1111se of her suppo.vecl corroboratio11 with 
the Serbs ... " 

Finally, as to sentencing, the Supreme Court asst:rts that the tenn of imprisonment 
imposed by the court of first instance is appropriate taking into account the pertinent 
circumstances relating to the criminal offence and to the defendant. In conclusion, no 
violation of the Criminal Law can be established in the first instance judgment. 

IV CONCLUSION 

Since the Supreme Court did not recognize ex f?Uicio any violations oflaw (as per Article 
415 paragraph I of the KCCP) which were not the subject of appeal by the defence, and 
based on all of the above stated reasons it is decided as in the enacting clause. 

Dated this 25 November 20IO. 
Ap.-Kz. No. I08/20IO 

Prepared in English. an authorized language. 

Presiding Judge Recording clerk 

Martti Harsia Sampsa Hakala 

Member of the Panel Member of the Panel 

Gerrit-Marc Sprenger Lars Dahlstedt 

Member of the Panel Member of the Panel 

Marije Ademi Ncsrin Lushta 
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